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Active Directory CookbookO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Take the guesswork out of deploying, administering, and automating Active Directory. With hundreds of proven recipes, the updated edition of this popular cookbook provides quick, step-by-step solutions to common (and not so common) problems you might encounter when working with Microsoft’s network directory service.

	...
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Information Systems Action Research: An Applied View of Emerging Concepts and Methods (Integrated Series in Information Systems)Springer, 2006

	The field of research known as information systems (IS) is largely dedicated

	to the understanding of how computer systems and related technologies

	(e.g., communication technologies) affect human behavior. This is done

	mostly in the context created by organizations and social groups; although

	there are examples of IS...
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Palm Pre: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2009
If you've got your hands on this year's hottest new smartphone, you'll want the book that covers it inside and out: Palm Pre: The Missing Manual. This beautiful, full-color book from USA Today personal-technology columnist Ed Baig will help you go from newcomer to expert in no time. 


 
 The maker of the legendary...
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Mac OS X Snow Leopard Server For DummiesFor Dummies, 2009
Making Everything Easier!

Mac OS® X Snow Leopard Server for Dummies

Learn to:

	
    Set up and configure a Mac network with Snow Leopard Server

    
	
    Administer, secure, and troubleshoot the network

    
	
    Incorporate a Mac subnet into a Windows Active...
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Perspectives in Organometallic Chemistry (Special Publication)Royal Society of Chemistry, 2003

	
		This review details recent developments in the synthesis and coordination chemistry
	
		primarily of Group 15 imido and phosphido cages containing a variety of anionic
	
		arrangements. The review will concentrate on the applications of these Group 15 anionic
	
		ligands in organometallic chemistry, and essentially follows the...
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iOS 5 Core Frameworks: Develop and Design: Working with graphics, location, iCloud, and morePeachpit Press, 2011

	Everyone seems to have an opinion as to why their favorite mobile platform is better than the others. Some prefer iOS, others choose Android—each platform has its pros and cons. For me, however, iOS stands above the rest in large part due to its use of powerful native frameworks.


	Sure, frameworks and...
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The Domestic Cat: The Biology of its BehaviourCambridge University Press, 2014

	The most commonly kept domestic animal in the developed world, the cat has been a part of human life for thousands of years. Cats have been both worshipped and persecuted over this long period - either loved or hated for their enigmatic self-reliance and the subject of numerous myths and fables. Highlighting startling discoveries made over...
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Queer Embodiment: Monstrosity, Medical Violence, and Intersex Experience (Expanding Frontiers: Interdisciplinary Approaches to Studies of Women, Gender, and Sexuality)University of Nebraska Press, 2019

	
		Merging critical theory, autobiography, and sexological archival research, Queer Embodiment provides insight into what it means, and has meant, to have a legible body in the West. Hilary Malatino explores how and why intersexuality became an anomalous embodiment requiring correction and how contesting this pathologization...
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PHP and PostgreSQL Advanced Web ProgrammingSams Publishing, 2002
Sams' PHP and MySQL Web Development, by Luke Welling and Laura Thomson, showed that there is a strong demand for books that describe how to use PHP together with a specific open-source database to develop Web applications.
While MySQL is very popular, PostgreSQL is widely considered to be the more powerful of the two open-source databases. And...
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Handbook of New Technologies for Genetic Improvement of LegumesCRC Press, 2008
A comprehensive and groundbreaking collection of ideas for plant improvement
Most of the world's supply of legumes is cultivated under adverse conditions     that make this commercially important crop susceptible to the vagaries of nature     and damaging stresses. Genetic manipulation has become a proven way for cultivators     to battle these...
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Mac OS X System AdministrationMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Build and manage a powerful network on Mac OS X Server


	Boost productivity and foster collaboration using the powerful networking tools available in Mac OS X Snow Leopard Server. With clear, detailed explanations and step-by-step instructions, Mac OS X System Administration shows you how to plan, construct, and manage a...
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Traders at Work: How the World's Most Successful Traders Make Their Living in the MarketsApress, 2013

	Shortly after most novice traders discover how trading works and begin to realize that they have the potential to make unlimited amounts of money in the financial markets, they start dreaming the near-impossible dream. They fantasize about buying that condo in Boca Raton for their parents or surprising their son with a brand-new car on his...
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